QUICK START
GUIDE

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Holiday Gold Rush!
Will Weatherly here with my partners Bill & Spencer.
This "Quick Start Guide" is designed to get you into profit mode
the fastest way I know how.
Here’s the overall formula.
1 Niche. 1 Offer. 2 Traffic Sources. Profit in 48 hours.
Investment required: $0
Here’s initial profit from Holiday Gold Rush after just a few
hours of simple campaign set up and a few dozen tweets.

..

Holiday Gold Rush
Finding Our Offer
Are you ready to get into profit in just 48 Hours?
That’s the promise: it’s time to deliver on the formula to get you there.
What I suggest is read this pdf once through, and apply the steps given.
At the end of this guide, there will be a 48 Hour schedule to follow.
A lot of internet marketing guides spend pages about how important
niche and offer selection is.
For the long term, this is important to do.
Frankly, though, we don’t have time to scratch our heads about it.
Our goal is to get into profit mode in just 48 hours.
With that in mind, let’s go to Clickbank.com and sign up for an account.

This step involves choosing an offer from Clickbank.
Now, a lot of guides will overcomplicate this process with so many
variables that will cause your head to spin.
That’s what happened to me when I first got started.
I’m going to make this easy for you.
The 2 optimal niches for the Holiday Gold Rush a re:
E-BUSINESS & E-MARKETING (blue)
HEALTH & FITNESS. (black).

Choose one.
For illustrating this PDF, I’ll go with the Health & Fitness category.
We want a very competitive product that other affiliates are promoting.
We’ll sort by a metric called “gravity.”
Gravity is a measure of how many affiliates are promoting an offer.
Choosing high gravity product means that our marketing effort needs to
rise above the affiliate competition. (In the next step, I’ll go over how to
copy, paste, and optimize a “pre-sell” blog post so we do just that).

Now you’ll want to choose an appealing offer (in top 5 of gravity).

I’ve decided to promote the offer: “Fat Decimator System.”

Click on the red “promote” button.
Click on “generate hop links.”
Now we’re going to have an affiliate link called a hoplink.
When we’re ready to promote, we’ll begin tracking our hoplinks.

(Notice also the “Avg. Rebill Total,” which gives us residual income).

Setting Up “The Pre-Sell”
Now it’s time for the secret sauce: Pre-sell blog post.
You can do this with a web 2.0 blog such as Wordpress.com or Blogger.
If you already have a site in the niche you’ve decided on, use that.
How do we get the content to pre-sell our Clickbank offer?
It’s important to select a product with ample marketing material.
This is another reason why I chose Fat Decimator System over others.
This product has a lot of useful tools for affiliates.
Below is a screenshot of the JV page (found in the marketplace).
Let’s click on “Pre-Sell Content.”

Now we will have 3 pre-sell articles to choose from.

Once we download the content, we’ll copy and paste this into our blog.
However, we’re not going to keep it as is.
Instead, we will make it as easy to consume as possible.
Here’s a sample of “pre-sell content #3” that’s given to affiliates:

When we re-write it, it will get turned into something like this:

As you write edit pre-written content, make sure to include pictures.
You do not want a wall of text.

You can get royalty free images at sites like pixelbay.com & pexels.com.
Also, it’s important to use what are called header tags (aka H2 tags).”
Let’s look at the pre-sell content before and after adding the H2 tag.

Like the way pictures do, H2 tags have a way of pulling in attention.
You will want to break up your blog article with pictures and H2 tags.
Also (as above), try to keep your paragraphs to one line. 2 lines max.
Gathering

Keywords

Now we’re going to use the keywords given to us by the vendor.
On the JV Page, click on KEYWORDS (ADWORDS) on the right side.

Now we will see a list of keywords.
Press on the keywords and the area will turn gray.
This allows you to copy just the keywords.
You will want to copy and paste these keywords into a notepad.
Next, we’ll take one of the keywords and put it into a tool Ubersuggest:

I’ve chosen one of the vendor-provided keywords, “Flat belly solution.”
After clicking on search, you will get a keyword overview.
What we want, though, are ideas for other keywords.
On the left side of this page, click on “keyword ideas.”

Now we will get keyword ideas from this 1 keyword.

In this case, we have 5 keywords.
Let’s copy and paste these keywords into another notepad.
You can do this with as many keywords as you’d like.
We have “Fat Decimator System” keywords + “UberSuggest” keywords.
Next, we’re going to go to Google’s “Keyword Planner.”
To keyword ideas, type product URL (i.e. fatdecimatorsystem.com).
Then, click on: “DOWNLOAD KEYWORD IDEAS.”

Now we should have 3 different lists of keywords:
Copy & paste ALL keywords into a handy site: Mike’s Marketing Tools:
You can click on: lowercase, sort, dedupe.

The next step involves using Bing Ads Intelligence tool to get data.

To make this process easier, I’ve made a video walkthrough for you.

Bing

Ads Coupon

It’s time to get a free coupon from Bing Ads.
Go to this site:
Pick your country and grab a coupon.
You will use this coupon as part of the process of signing up with Bing.



Bing Ads Campaign

To set up your Bing Ads campaign, click on “Create campaign.”

Campaign name: Put the name of your ad campaign.
Campaign budget. Individual budget. You can put whatever you’d like.
Location: Let me choose the location. (Here I’ve chosen 5 English
speaking countries, but you can also add European countries as well).

Who: People in your location.
Language: English
(Save & go to the next step).
Your website: Put the name of your blog/website here.
Ad group name: Pick a name for your ad group.
Enter Keywords: paste your broad, exact, & phrase keywords.

Ads: Write your ads (per Bing’s terms of service).
Ads extensions: Don’t worry about this part.
Click on “Save and Go to the next step.”
When you reach the next page, you’ll want to fill it out as below:
(N/A means “not applicable” since I didn’t paste any keywords.)

Ad Distribution (advanced settings):
Click on “advanced settings.”
Select “Bing, AOL, and Yahoo search (owned and operated) only.”
We don’t want to waste impressions on Bing’s syndicated partners.

Target Tweeting
To get immediate response from targeted leads, nothing beats Twitter.

However, most Twitter marketing methods require a large following.
This method I’m about to show you, though, requires no following.
If you don’t have one already, set up a Twitter account.
If in the health niche, best to create a “lose weight fast” type of profile.
Once you have your twitter account set up, let’s go to a search engine.
Type into the search engine box: “search.twitter.”
Click on the first result. You should see this:

In this twitter search bar, type in: “I need to lose weight”-https -http
After you do that, click on “latest.”

The above screenshot gives us results for the keywords entered.
(-https) means other marketer’s websites won’t populate the results.
We now have a hyper-targeted group to contact.
Do you think these people will check out our weight loss offer?
You can bet that most of them will (if presented the right way).
We’ll need to contact a good number of them to get desired results.
We’ll input our targeted keywords we’ve researched to find out what
people might be tweeting about.

A “consumer insight tool” to use for this method is Answer the Public:

Type in a keyword and click “Get Questions.”
Then you will get a list that looks like this:

Next, you can download your list into a CSV file.

Then you will have a list of keywords that looks like this:

Outsourcing Your Tweets
Holiday Gold Rush is about 100% free traffic.
However, there’s an easy and cheap way not to do the work yourself.
Go to: onlinejobs.ph

Here, you can find Filipino workers for $3 an hour (or less).

All you’ll have to do now is give this guide to the social media manager.
No language barrier here as Filipinos are known for strong English skills.
Still, you will want to qualify their relevant skillsets before hiring.

Clicks & Sales Conversions Tracking
We’re almost ready for takeoff.
The last step is to set up a simple tracking system.
We want to know which of the 2 traffic sources are getting clicks/sales.
Let’s get tracking ids for 1) Bing and 2) Twitter.
To do this, go to the Clickbank marketplace.
Next to the offer you’d like to promote, click the red “promote” button.
In the Hoplink generator, you’ll see “tracking id.”
Write an id for the traffic source you’ve chosen. Let’s use Twitter.

Now we can differentiate the traffic that we get from twitter vs others.
Click on “generate hoplinks” for our other traffic source (Bing Ads).
For Bing Ads tracking, if you type in “Bing,” it will appear as “tid=BING.”
Since we’re not going to link directly, we’ll need 2 different blog posts.
If you have hosting, install “duplicate post” plug-in with wordpress.org.
If you use a web 2.0 blog, then you will need to follow another process.
Type into Google: “How to make a duplicate post with (ex: Blogger).”
For each blog post, you’ll put in the tracking id for each traffic source.
Holiday

Gold Rush: T he Schedule
First Few Hours

Choose offer.
Gather keywords.
Set up a Bing Ads campaign.
Copy and Paste and optimize “pre-sell” blog post.
Set up tracking.
Go to bed.

Day #1
Follow Twitter search formula. Goal: Send out minimum 200 tweets.
Monitor Bing Ads campaign and adjust accordingly.

Day #2
Hit the same numbers as Saturday.
At the end of the day, check results. Rinse & repeat.
On

Applying Holiday Gold Rush:

Holiday Gold Rush is half active, half passive.
We’ll be frontline with one traffic source (Twitter).
The other traffic source (Bing Ads) is largely hands off.
It’s good to take breaks from tweeting (if it gets monotonous).
Put music on. Play a game online. You don’t have a boss, remember?
The key is to have your goal set and work to achieve it in the 48 hours.
Next, we’ll look at the exact action you need to take to reach the target.

Setting Your Goal & Final Thoughts
The case study goal is to hit a minimum 300 HOPS total in the 48 hours.
2%+ sales conversion. 6+ sales. $100+ profit.
You can do this, too.
Holiday Gold Rush is simple. It’s effective. It works.
I’d like to tell you to “take action” with the formula.
Here’s the thing, though:
“To take action” alone most likely isn’t enough to instill real motivation.
What I’d suggest: Examine why you want to make money online.

If getting out of your day job OR getting up whenever you want OR
living wherever you want OR having no boss OR spending more time
with your family OR whatever is important to you burns within, then
you’ll accomplish the goal you set.
What I’ve outlined in this guide can be done repeatedly, on demand.
The problem: What’s easy to do is also easy not to do.
Remind yourself of your “why” whenever you hit a roadblock.
Then you’ll own the internal fuel to push past it.
Thanks again for picking up Holiday Gold Rush! Now go make some
money with these methods and have some fun while doing it :)
To your success,
Will Weatherly, with Bill Hugall & SimpleSpencer

